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ABSTRACT 

B::- ~ I ad esh has taken various steps to modernize tax system in order to 
- -::_ J ue to subsequent increase in financial constraints globally, economy' s 

- _ - ~ ::: r-:source mobilization continues to intensify. As a result , tax revenue 
,- -:: hc rn ing budget appears to be buoyant despite the prevalence of domestic 

or] ffi ciencies in tax system, narrower tax base along with numerous 
- ~ lirical instability. To enhance tax effort to reduce fiscal vulnerability, a 

_ - _~ ;o re asting procedure is necessary. But, in Bangladesh, during the budget 

- ~ m thod to target tax revenue is based on the growth rate extended with 
_= -nnents for a number of updated assumptions and personal judgments, 

__ ; n many forecast errors. This exercise attempts to identify an appropriate 

-_ : - izing three approaches - ARIMA SARIMA multiplicative approach, Holt

multipli cative approach and ~Iolt-Willters seasonal additive approach - to 

la .'\ revenue of Bangladesh and finds that, Holt-Winter seasonal 
_ ,, "' ::, roach is the most appropriate method with minimum forecast error. 

~ --:- '\ revenue forecasting, Box-Jenkins Method , ARIMA, SARIMA. Holt
-: ' multiplicative approach, Holt-Winters seasonal additive approach. 
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I. Introduction 

Over the years, one of the key issues in the design of a sound fiscal policy has been the 

accuracy of budget forecast, particularly tax revenue forecast. For a sound fiscal environment 

with lower arrears to pursue a consistent Medium-term budget framework for any economy, 

accurate and relevant revenue forecasting method is crucial to avoid unexpected revenue 

shortfall or to set target for revenue collection before budget preparations. Large forecast enors 

from poorly performing forecasting procedures can lead to significant budget management 

problems, expenditure anears and stop-and-go expenditure policies, which can pose severe 

obstacle to the development of a realistic medium-term budget plan. 

In Bangladesh, Ministry of Finance (MOF) is the supreme authority to target tax revenue. 

Before every budget preparation, Ministry of Finance (MOF) sets tax revenue as a budgetary 

target, but tax effort depends on the accuracy in forecasting method and the institutional 

efficiency of tax collection authority, i.e. National Board of Revenue, Bangladesh (NBR). Thus, 

favorable tax revenue performance is determined by the consistent coherent performance of 

these two institutions simultaneously . Over the last fi ve years, Bangladesh has performed well 

to enhance its tax revenue efforts; though it is still low compared to other similar countries from 

the perspective of economic development; Bangladesh is even in the bottom half among South 

Asian countries in this context (Appendix A. Table 01). 

Though Bangladesh is on the right track in meeting tax revenue targets; the gap between 

targeted and actual tax revenue still exists whieh are fairly large and remains to be volatile in it: 

pattern. Based on the tax revenue data reported by Ministry of Finance, Bangladesh, it has bee '. 

calculated that the average tax gapl lies between 8-12 billion taka for the fiscal year 2005 t l.: 

2012 (Appendix B Figure 01). These patterns have been attributed to weak institutional capaci:: 

to set targets, which may be one of the causes of inaccuracy of tax revenue projection duri :~ " 

pre-budget. 

Tax revenue buoyancy in Bangladesh is still more than one, tax efforts is below or . 

which explains why Bangladesh has the potential to enhance tax effort through reformin::- -.: . 

tax system. Although government of Bangladesh has taken various initiatives to modernize :-. 

system through tax automation, lack of institutional capacity to collect tax revenue is sti ll O ' ~ 

Tax gar is defined as the di ffe rence bel ween largeted and ac tual tax revenue. 
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- :-~- _ Thi- may be one of the logical reasons behind volatility in tax 

. ring- huge gaps between projected tax revenue figures in budget and 

:.~ ' - i n . . -\nd the huge gaps between actual and targeted figures reported in 

~- ;;>;. : :::, c n become a severe ohstacle to achieve sustainable fiscal management 

__ :-::e5ti c resource mobilization. 

- ~-::ri s i ng that, tax revenue forecasting techniques in Bangladesh are generally not 

r ~.) . mil documents, and country practices are often a mix of idiosyncratic budget 

. . Il uences from legacy systems. Not a single remarkahle exercise has been carried 

.: 1 ~ ing appropriate methodology of revenue forecasting from those institutions 

_:: :-. r venue collections in Bangladesh. 

~ethods for tax revenue forecasting are not entirely free from errors. Some economic 

-:._ like growth variations in different economic sectors, international vulnerability, 

- _:i n. influence of political factors on tax policy changes (exemptions, unequal treatments) 

- ' J ascribed to the unpleasant patterns of tax revenue (Abed, 1998)2. In addition, 

rdeveloped institutional capacities can be some of the likely reasons behind intentionally 

enated forecasts in developing countries (Lienert and Sarraf, 200 1)3. 

This study attempts to find an appropriate forecasting model through analyzing various 

'me seri es forecasting models and quantifying the gaps between actual and forecasted values 

:-.r these models . Finally , this paper compares the tax gaps between actual and forecasted values 

:: lculated by Ministry of Finance (MoF) to tax gaps calculated from appropriate forecasting 

model. 

1I. Literature Review 

Like all other forecasting literatures in economic theory, tax revenue forecasting is done 

following some common assumptions. These assumptions are consistent with variables like 

growth in the national income, inflation rate and interest rate. Although there is a dearth of 

fo recasting exercises in Bangladesh, a few worthwhile mentioning studies related to tax revenue 

f )['ccasting are highlighted in this study . 

) lI , ill~ I<)~~ .. -1'l95. 1<1.\ re\·elluc 1()reeaSlS were above aelual val lies I'"r ab(lul 77 rerccnl of the lime in a sample of 34 low-income counlries. He 
-o'u<:J lhalla~ rolic 'y changes in dilTerenl regime oflhe govcrnllleni kads 10 major discrepancies in forecasting Illodcl. 

F recasting tluetuations are explained by government corruption and which is motivaled by the well-established empirical fact of a high state 
_ "pHI res in low-income cOlin tries. 
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In a study, Kairala (2011) used seasonal ARIMA and exponential seasonal smoothing 

method and winter models to scrutinize the forecast revenue of Nepal which pursues an erratic 

movement along time- there were over-estimation of revenue followed by under-estimation . He 

pointed out that SARIMA model was superior to any other forecasting models. He also argued 

that existing models of revenue forecasting in Nepal were constructed on the basis of growth 

rate ; resulting in frequent higher discrepancies in the estimation . 

In an attempt Fullerton (1991) applied univariate ARIMA model integrated with a 

composite method of sales tax revenue to forecast using quarterly revenue data. This study 

suggested that a composite model based on univariate ARIMA projections of Idaho retail sales 

tax receipts provided better forecasts than either single model. He also posited that given any 

existing efficient institutional capacity, forecasting errors appear because of some undesired 

occurrences in hoth external and internal factors intrinsic to tax system. 

Danninger (2005) applied the Principal-Agent framework4 based on the tax structure of 

Azerbaijan to diagnose the systematic relationship between tax effort efficiencies and incentives 

to tax collection agencies. He attempted to argue that, upward bias in forecasts is the result of a 

government' s inability to monitor the performance of its tax administration. 

Schoefish (2005) introduced a more general forecasting modelS based on the assumption 

that tax elasticity must vary depending on the phase of economic cycle . He also included 

seasonal factors in tax revenue collection for monthly and quarterly data. He used tax base a~ 

proxy to the moving geometric combinations of one or more macroeconomic regressors and 

their lagged values. He also considered the growth rates in place of tax base and concluded thm 

they were all necessary to calculate good foreca st v,llues . 

, The standard solution to the principal-agent problem is the des ign of an incentive compatible contract for the agent (e.g., Holmstrom and 
1979: Grossmann and Hart. 1983), which links compensation to an ohservable variable varying with the principle 's objecti ve function a!' ~ 

counterbalanccs the agent' s confli cting goals. In the given scenario. this would suggest that the compensation of the revenu e administram 
be linked to th~ revenue colkc:ti on performance (e.g., a ti xed share of collec ted revenue is di stributed as a bonus). In reality. however. sllch : -
are not prac ti ca l. as they would be costly and face seri ous politi cal opposition. Firsl. compensation schemes would likely be expensive to dL 
individual rcnt taking as targeting would be a problem. Second . they would bc inelTicient , sincc the role of other factors affecting revenu" . • 
economi c growth. is quite large. Finall y. they would be hard to justi fY politically, as their prime functi on is to reward non-corrupt beilavior 

' Y, = a+x,BiI+x,.,o' + .... +x,.pop +e" wilich permits that t ax base (x,)to be a moving combination of current and past values of x, . He also ___ 
lagged values of Y, ex planatory variables. If absolute value of ~ = I, then tax revcnue growth rates L1l og Y, follow a trend plus errors in ih . 
Alternati vel y. if til e estimated absolute value of B is less than I, then. the impacts of the previous period 's tax revenue on current rn C1 ... 
relativcl y smaller etrcct and it would be declining patterns for the di stant pas t time period. 
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1b (_003) applied a stationary time series approach and established a 

- ;- -: ip between V AT (Value Added Tax) base6 and VAT productivit/. 

_ -: ~;: ..: :0 apply the ARIMA model for monthly data to forecast VAT revenue 

__ : :) I Iud d that ARIMA is fully consistent with the government projections 

. ::e~ ' al so argued that, V AT refund, debt, numerous tax exemptions and 

. T Lump] ianct:: might complicate the forecast of V A T revenue in Ukraine. 

_ . _.: and Hossain (1988) examined the tax structure of Bangladesh to estimate tax 

-,- study showed that overall tax structure is inelastic with respect to national 

- ~ -rudy also identified that tax yield can be increased by removing various 

-~.-- -. smoothing existing multiple tax rates and improving tax administration capacity. 

I lentioned that, to project higher tax yield in upcoming budget it is required to 

. ...:.\. ase and improve tax administration capacity. 

:'.med (2012) conducted a study using ARCH model and coefficient of variations to 

- -he volatility in the flow of tax revenue against periodical changes in different tax series 

--;I desh. The result of this study pointed that most of the tax series have significant high 

':- \ olatility in both short and long run during this cluster of periods. 

Bangladesh: Revenue Structure and Performance 

After independence revenue share of all categories of tax revenue has increased gradually 

- B ngladesh; initially custom duty had larger share but its share continued to fall till date . 

other developing countries, tax structure of Bangladesh is highly dominated by indirect 

\. ; mainly value added taxes (V A T) and custom duty. Domestic VAT has a dominant role in 

increase (Appendix B Figure 02). Higher buoyancy in domestic demand causes more 

20mestic economic activities, some remarkable institutional reforms8 in tax structure through 

rious amendments in tax policies by National Board of Revenue (NBR) contributed to 

.\/" base has be~n calculated by including all indli s tri~1 and service S~C I () r. agrieuhural sector is excluded in l) krain ~ . 

v AT productivity represents the efficiency of any tax system. It is measured simply by a rati o of the VAT revenue to GOP ratio to the Standard 
.'.-". T rate. Sometimes. VAT revenue to total consumptions is taken into consideration to calculate VAT productivity in place of VAT to GOP ratio. 

I-l igher ratio indicates th~t given standard rate efforts are high resulting in more institutional effic iency underl ying constant tax and economic factors 
in any country . 

. Widening of VAT net to wholesale and retail stages and inclusion of some services. strengthening VAT administration . T he management of V AT 
udit and investigation has been strengthened with technical ass istance from the OFI D and British High Commiss ion (2002). L TU for V A T. 

Implemented new VAT law in 20 I J . was also es tabli shed to modernize the V AT system. 
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enhance domestic V A T revenue effort. In the last five years, on an average, domestic V AT 

revenue registered a ninety percent rate of growth. 

Although indirect tax revenue has greater share, direct tax revenue is al so gradually 

increasing due to the government's continuing tax modernization initiatives, but the share of 

direct tax revenue of total tax revenue is still lower compared to indirect tax revenue as the 

latter is increasing at a greater rate than the earlier one ( Ahsan et aI, 2011). Share of indirect 

tax revenue accounts for 70 percent while direct tax revenue possesses 30 percent of total NBR 

taxes. In spite of higher growth in income tax during the last five years, shares of direct tax 

revenue seem to be quite unimpressive because of the lower tax nets with higher distortions. 

income tax incentives, lack of significant numbers of TIN holders, and also lower corporate tax 

base. 

While indirect tax revenue accounts for the lion ' s share of total tax revenue, it is evident 

from data that tax revenue from domestic base increases at a faster rate compared to impol 

based tax revenue. So, tax performance in Bangladesh has become more dependent on domest i 

based tax revenue. But, this may not be an ideal tax structure as it is apparent that share of direc 

tax is still far lower than thc share of indirect tax revenue. Sometimes, higher share of indirec: 

t:cxes may be a cause of less equitable distribution and higher inf1ation. In spite of the upwar ~ 

trend in tax revenue growth rate, tax to GDP rat ios does not increase more given the rates 0 :' 

inf1ation and economic growth. As a result, tax to GDP ratio is still significantly lower amo r.; 

similar countries (in terms of economic structure and performances) in South Asian, even tl1"'" 

Nepal and Bhutan. Average tax effort index9 of Bangladesh is O.S 1; this indicates It._· 

Bangladesh has a lot of potentiality to enhance tax efforts by taking reforming measures in .... ,-: 

existing tax system. Higher tax efforts imply higher efficiency of the tax institution but it r.,_. 

be noted that there is a significant relationship between the higher efforts and countries ' stag:-,

of development. Based on the tax effort index, Bangladesh's performance is the lowest am - = 

some African and Asian countries (Appendix A Table 01). 

'i Tax effon index is defined as the ratio of the actual tax share to the predicted (or potential) tax share. If the va lue of the index is le;;~ _
means that the country is nut util izing its full revenue potential. The predicted tax share is calculated by regressing the tax-GOP ratio o' ~ : 
va riables lhal serve as proxies for the tax base and other structural factors influencing tax revenue pertOf'lll ance. For details of app~ , - _ 
measuring lax effon. see Stutsky and WoldeMariam (1997), Hudson and Tere (2003) 
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B..:r~ ~ladesh government to modernize tax system kindle a flare of hope 

the perspective of tax revenue effort, but lack of institutional capacity 

_ ;-_ o~eric forecasting method are hindering the enhancement of tax effort in 

-~ _ ~ :am forecasting method to predict revenue components assist in maintaining 

.~~ estimates to avoid the risks which arise from imprudent policy settings 

ressure on financing and sometimes it may bring erratic ,policy outcome. 

doJogy 

- Description 

"recify a model for the purpose of foreca sting the tax revenue, monthly data of Tax 

_ \ ere collected from Ministry of Fi nance (MoF), Bangladesh. The collected dataset 

, of a total of 101 observations from Jul y 2004 to November 2012. Out of these 101 

. - :tions, 84 data points were used to specify a model and the remainders were used in this 

_ -_: -e to check for the fit of the specified model. 

B. Mode) Specification 

There are two basic approaches to forecast time series: the self-projecting time senes 

__ . roach and the cause-and-effect approach. Cause and effect methods attempt forecasting 

- _ -ed on underlying series, which are believed to cause the behaviour of the original series. The 

::: .:If-projecting time series uses only the time series data of the activity to generate forecasts. 

f hi:, bttcr appl'Oach typically requires far less data and is useful for short to medium-term 

:-n rccasting. To analyze the self-projecting time series approach this exercise incorporates Holt

Winters seasonal multiplicative procedure, Holt-Winters seasonal additive procedure and Box

Jenkins methodology (ARIMA SARIMA multiplicative model) to forecast and evaluate the 

performance of these three procedures to find out the most appropriate one to forecast monthly 

tax revenue of Bangladesh. 

SA RIMA ARIMA Multiplicative Mode) 

This exercise employs Box-Jenkin's methodology to forecast tax revenue USIng a 

seasona l ARIMA model, where the seasonal ARIMA process incorporates both non-seasonal 

and seasonal factors in a multiplicative model. 

6 



One shorthand notation for the model is ARIMA (p, d, q) x (P, D, Q, S), withp = non-seasonal 

AR order, d = non-seasonal differencing, q = non-seasonal MA order, P = seasonal AR 

order, D = seasonal differencing, Q = seasonal MA order, and S = time span of repeating 

seasonal pattern. 

Without differencing operations, the model could be written more formally as 

\ . \ (1)(8' )<p(B)(x, - ).L) = 8(8' )8(B)w, ( 1) 

The non-seasonal components are: 

AR: <p(8) = 1 - <pIB - ... - <ppJ]P 

MA: S(B) = 1 + SiB + ... + SqIf! 

The seasonal components are: 

Seasonal AR: <D(B''\) = 1 - cD,Bs - ... - <DpBPS 

Seasonal MA: e(ff) = 1 + e,Bs + ... + eQBQS 

A time series is said to follow an autoregressive (AR) model of order p if the current 

val ue of the series can be expressed as a linear function of the previous val ues of the series plus a 

random shock term. The general equation of an autoregressive model of order p, AR (P), can be 

written as 

Where, ai, a2, ... , ap are the autoregressive model parameters. 

And, the moving average (MA) model describes a time series that is a linear function -

the current and previous random shocks (e). The random shocks are also called errors, residuaL 

or a white noise process. A time series, XI, is said to be a moving average process of order 

MA(q), 

if. 

Where, XI is the current value of time series data; el, el_' , ... , el_q the current and previous em:' _.: 

random shocks; and b" b2, ... , bq are the moving average model parameters. 

7 



-...-,...~. . == ~n J I are based 011 statistical qmcepts and principles and are 

- : _:-:: of lime series behavior. It has a large class of models to choose 

~.~ _ _ _ - ; ~ 3.ch for identifying the correct model form . There are both statistical 

Ii ity and statistical measures of forecast uncertainty. The underlying 

is to find an appropriate formula so that the residuals are as small as 

- : "' 0 pattern. The model- building process involves four steps. These steps are 

~ ..: :: : to end up with a specific formula that replicates the patterns in the series 

- --. ' Ie and produces accurate forecasts. These steps are-

de l identification and selection 

~ . dl11-:kr ~stilllatjoll 

i. iagnostic checking 

. '. . Forecasting 

: entification and selection, covanance stationary data process is ensured first. A 

._~ ___ .: rocess Yr is covariance stationary if it satisfies the following requirements: 

I. E[yJ is independent of t. 

ii. Var[yJ is a finite, positive constant, independent of t . 

iii. Cov[Yt, YsJ is a finite function of t-s, but not of tor s. 

_ - . .::k for stationary series, this exercise intends to use both Augmented Dickey-Fuller and 

s-Perron tests for unit root. The Dickey-Fuller test (developed by Dickey and Fuller in 

involves fitting the following model: 

= .' - bYr-! + ct + ut (2) 

- _11 ordinary least squares, setting a= 0 if drift term is absent or c = 0 if trend term is absent. 

,ever, such a regression is likely to be plagued by serial correlation. To control for that, the 

.. _~mented Dickey-Fuller test instead fits a model of the form, such as: 

(3) 

· .... ·here, k is the number of lags specified. Testing b()=O IS equivalent to testing b=O, or, 

:: uivalently , Yr follows a unit root process. The Phillips-Perron test involves fitting equation 
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(2), and the results are used to calculate the test statistics. Phillips and Perron (1988) proposed 

two alternativc statisticsl(). 

Using plots of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the dependent 

time series it is decided which (if any) autoregressive or moving average component should be 

used in the model to correctly specify the ARlMA SARIMA multiplicative model. Besides, 

parameter estimation uses computation algorithms to arrive at coefficients those best fit the 

selected ARIMA model. The most common methods use maximum likelihood 

estimation or non-linear least-squares estimation. 

To perform diagnostic tests and to evaluate different combinations of autoregressive and 

moving average lags for both seasonal and non-seasonal portions, Akaike Information Criterion 

( .1\ ](') 11 ;-lIlrl R(1y sian lnformation Criterion (RIC)12 are employed. Some authors define the AlC 

(1S the expression ahove divided by the sample size. 

Portmanteau (Q) and Bartlett's periodogram-based tests for white noise are executed as 

diagnostic tools to explore whether the residuals are serially uncorrelated. The portmanteau test 

relies on the fact that if x(J), .... , x(n) is a realization from a white-noise process. Then 

m 

Q = n(n + 2) ~_1_.p2 U) ~ X~ 
Ln-} 
J=l 

Where, m is the number of autocorrelations calculated (equal to the number of lags specified) 

and ~ indicates convergence in distribution to a X2 distribution with m degrees of freedom. 

Pj is the estimated autocorrelation for lagj. 

Bartlett's periodogram-bascd test for white noise is a test of the null hypothesis that the 

data comes from a white-noise process of uncorrelated random variables having a constant 

mean and a constant variance . If x(J), ... , x(T) is a realization from a white-noise process with 

variance (J2, the spectral distribution would be given by F(w) = (J2W for w E: [ 0, I ], and we 

would expect the cumulative periodogram of the data to be close to the points Sk = k/q for 

'" I)hillips and Perron's test statistics can be viewed as Dickey-Fuller stat istics that have been made robllstto serial correlati on by using Ihe Nc" _ 
West (1987) heteroskcdasticity- and alllOcorrelation-consislent covari8nce matrix estimalor. 

"Akaike's ( 1974) in1ormation criterion is defined as . AIC = -2 InL + 2k. where, InL is Ihe maximized log-likelihood o f the model and k ' 
number of parameters estimated. 

' 1 SdlWurz's ( 1978) Bayesian in formation crilerion is another measure of fit defined as BIC = -2 InL + klnN here, N is the samp le size. 
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_ =: -n'2]+1; k =1 , ... , q. [n/2] is the greatest integer less than or equal to n/2. Except for w= 0 

- ~ \\ = .5, the random variables 2/(Wk)/(Jz are asy mptotically independently and identically 

_ .:< ibuted as xi. Because xi is the same as twice a random variable distributed exponentially 

.:-'. mean 1, the cumulative periodogram has approximately the same distribution as the 

~-=~red values from a uniform (on the unit interval) distribution. 

- , I r (1 q4R) shows that thi s results in 

00 

lim Pc (max-v q IUk - ~I ~ a) = ~ (-l)j e za2 j2 = G(a) 
q--> oo l:sk:sq q . L 

j=-oo 

, :1 re, Uk is the ordered uniform quantile. The Bartlett statistic is computed as 

B = max/22lFk - ~I 
l:Sk:sq q 

:'.-~ ~re, Fk is the cumulative periodogram defined in terms of the sample spectral density / as, 

Jssoc iated p-valuc for the Bartlett statistic and the confidence bands on the graph are 

.- -r Uled as 1-0 (13) using Feller' s results. After the appropriate model is selected, the step of 

- asting is executed on the ARIMA SARIMA multiplicative model using both one-step 

. 13 d d . C' • 14 h d astmg an ynamlc 10recastll1g met 0 s. 

It-Winters seasonal multiplicative procedure 

This method forecasts seasonal time series 111 which the amplitude of the seasonal 

- "'ne nt grows with the series. Chatfield (2001) notes that there are some nonlinear state

_ _ 7 :nodels whose optimal prediction equations correspond to the multiplicative Holt-Winters 

- ". This procedure is best applied to data that could be described by: x'+j = (u, + B)S'+j 

. '-\ here x, is the series, u, is the time-varying mean at time t, B is a parameter, S, is the 

;>-""-"""dr _ : ' omponent at time f , and e, is an idiosyncratic error. There are three aspects to 

_ '.~Ili ing the Holt-Winters seasonal multiplicati"e procedure: the forecasting equation, the 

- .' _ '-ilread fo recasts never deviate far from the observed val ues. though over time the dynamic forecasts have larger errors. As when 
_ _ =--<!ep fo recas t for period I, we know the actual va lue of the data process x, at time I-I . 

. . -~;t5lln g the I()recasted value of x, for perioo 1 is based on the observed value of X, at period I-I but the forecast for ,+ / is based on the 
-=~~ ~_ =..: renod 1_ the forecast fo r period 1+2 is based on the torecasted value of per iod , +/ and so on_ 
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initial values, and the updating equations. In this method, the data are now assumed seasonal 

vvilll pc:riuJ L. Given the estimates (/(1). h(l). and s(/+m-L), a m step-ahead point forecast of XI' 

denoted bY,m. is //111/ =.~ (o(1) +- h(l)m} s(1 +m-L). here, //';11/ denotes the estimated value of 

Yi+m Given the smoothing parameters 0.,13, and y, the updating equations are as follows: 

art) =0. {x/s(t-L)) + (1-0.) (art-i) +b(t-i)), 

b(t) =13 {a (t)-a (t-i )) + (1-f3)b(t-i) 

and 

s(t) =y{x/a(t)) + (1-y)s(t-L). 

The updating equations require the L+ 2 initial values a (0), b(O), s(1-L), s(2-L), .... , s(O). To 

calculate the initial values with the first n years, each of which contains L seasons. Here, n is se 

to the number of seasons in half the sample. The initial value of the trend component, b(O), car. 

be estimated as: h(O) =(x'n-X*,)/(n-i)L where, X*n is the average level of x/in year n and x', is th 

average level of Xt in the first year. The initial value for the linear term, a(O), is then calculatec 

as 

a(O) = x *,-(Ll2)b(0). To calculate the initial values for the seasons i, 2, ... , L, we first ca1cula:c 

the deviation-adjusted values, such as: S(t)=x/[x *i-{(L+ iJl2-j) b (0)], where, i is the year the.

corresponds to time t,j is the season that corresponds to time t, and Xi is the average level of X; ~=

year i. 

Next, for each season I = i, 2, ... .L. we define p as the average St over the years. That is, 

- (.~)"n-1S f' -1~1 ') l P ." n L.-k=O i+kL'.01 , ~, .. , ~. 

Then, the initial estimates are as follow: 

POI = Pl(~)' for 1=1, 2, .. , L, and these values are used to fill in s(1-L), ... , d O 
L..i=l Pi 

Holt-Winters Seasonal Additive Method 

In this method the seasonal effect is assumed to be additive rather than multipl ic::: ' _ 

This method forecasts series that can be described by the equation: Xt+j = (Ut + B;J +S; 

where X t is the series, Ut is the time-varying mean at time t, B is a parameter, St is the SC'3: 

component at time t. and e/ is an idiosyncratic error. As in the multiplicative case, t h~- :" 

11 



,-,oo thing parameters, a., f3 and y, which can either be set or chosen to minimize the in

- ~ lI m-of-squared forecast errors. The updating equations are as: 

';Xl-:5.(t-L)}+ (i-a.) (a(t- J) + b(t-J) j , 

='1 / a (I') -tl'{t- J)}+ (l-jj)b(t -J) 

..,~ \(C) =)'(xr~a"m/ +( / -y)s(I-L). 

m-step-ahead forecast , denoted by //+111 is given by /'t-m=a(t) +b(t)m+s(t+m-L). To obtain 

-? initial values_ for a(O) , b(O) , s(J-L), . __ , s(O) from the regression: x,=a(O)+b(O)t+ds.j_LD j+ ds.2-

.0:- .- .. _ + asoDc. +e" where, D j, ... _, DL are dummy variables with D;=l, if t corresponds to 

- ~. on i and D,=O, otherwise. 

Evaluation Criteria 

In this exerCise, the evaluation among the three approaches: Holt-Winters seasonal 

: m ltiplicative model, Holt-Winters seasonal additive model and ARIMA SARIMA 

l1 ultiplicative model is performed applying Mean Percentage Error (MPE)15, Mean Absolute 

P,' rcent<lge Error (M A PF) 16 and Sum of Squared Residual s (SSR) 17 

\ _ Results and Discussions 

Figure I represents the time serres plot of monthly tax revenue collected by· National 

Board of Revenue in Bangladesh and Figure 2 shows growth rate of tax revenue. From Figure 1, 

it is evident that tax revenue follows an increasing and deterministic trend along with seasonal 

patterns, i.e. every month of June in each fiscal year. These seasonal variations correctly explain 

tax collections in Bangladesh as larger number of income tax and V AT returns are completed in 

June. The growth rate of revenue collection is quite volatile over the whole period of time 

showing upswings and downswings in it. Sometimes growth rate is positive and very high while 

ot her times growth rate is negative. 

I.' MPE~ I~=l ~. here_ U t = x, - it. the difference between the actual and forecasted values of x, 
n x, 

,I> MAPE~ I;I=ll~l .here . u, = xt - f, ; the ditTerence hetween the actual and forecasted values of x, 
11 XI 

" MSE=( I/n)I~'=1 ur here. u, = xt - it : the ditTerence between the actual and forecasted values of x, 

12 
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Moreover, descriptive statistics of monthly tax revenue collection ll1 Bangladesh is 

dispJayed in table 1, which exhibits some preliminary understanding about the nature of the 

data. It shows that during 2011 total tax collection was the highest with mean value of 78:' 

crore taka. As indicated by Figure 1, totaJ tax revenue has shown increasing trend v, . 

increasing variability between highest and lowest values within a year. Revenue collection I 

generally higher during April-June and lower during November-January. In terms 01 

distributions, the series is also not normally distributed as the values of skewness and kurtosis is 

far from 0 and 3 respectively for the entire period. 

Tahle I: Descriptive Statistics of Tax Revenue in Bangladesh 

Fiscal Year Mean Sid. SkC\\"IlCSS Kurlosis Minimuill i'vla.\imuill 
Deviation 

2004-05 2442 568.8 1.55 5. 15 1807 3947 

2005-06 2703 557.2 1.70 5.59 2129 4214 

2006-07 3014 595 .3 1.98 6.5 3 2475 4700 

2007-08 3952 1244.8 2.38 7.87 296 1 7657 

2008-09 4375 1181.1 2.21 7.24 3403 7813 

2009-10 5 167 1531.9 2.16 7.08 3729 9599 

20 I 0-11 6604 1845.4 1.89 6.27 4518 11762 

20 II -I 2 7827 2206.8 1.86 6.07 5621 13948 

2012-13 7272 862.1 -.269 1.27 6378 8183 

Source /\ulllOrs' Own I:stil1lal~s 
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_ . .l locorrc:lation and partial autocorrelatioll function are used to identify the nature of 

-.:,!hcr they follow any systematic pattern or not of the time series analysis. It also helps 

2:''' i fy whether series is stationary or not. The ACF and PACF graph for tax revenue is at 

_" first differences are represented in Figure 4a and 4b. Autocorrelation coefficient dies 

: --- \-1; and is statistically significant at seasonal interval for the series at 5% significance 

his indicates that the se ries is non-stationary and follows trend and seasonal pattern at 

_ 7 _ form. 

:=-I ~ ure 3a: Detrended Tax Revenue Figure 3b: Deseasonalised Detrended Tax Revenue 

• I /' 
>. :j -\ ; ··"11 'v il /"' -/ '!i\::;" '\/'" 

I , \' ; 

! 

--- -~~---:-:-:~---:-:-~----
_'1:~m' 2006m 1 20Qam 1 2010m1 2012",1 
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Figure 4a: ACF and PACF of Tax Revenue 
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While with first difference, the ACF of cement sales dies out quickl y although at certain 

seasonal interval they are statistically significant at 5% significance level, indicating series is 

stationary. Similarly, a new series is generated from the first differenced series by considering 

seasonal difference of order s=12 (since it's a monthly data) and then ACF and PACF are 

obtained for the newly deseasonalised series. The result shown in Figure 4b indicates that new 

series is still non-stationary_ as ACF dies out slowly, but its first difference is stationary as 

represented in Figure 4c. 

14 



Figure 4b: ACF and PACF of Detrended Tax Revenue 

;;'() 
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Figure 4c: ACF and PACFof Detrended Desesonalised Tax Rev,enue 

To confirm the presence of non stationary in the data process Augmented Dickey-Fuller 

test (Table 2) for unit root is employed. Form Table 2, it can be concluded that there is no unit 

root present in the data process, as the value of test statistics is -6.731, smaller than the 1% 

critical value of -4.042, but the coefficient of trend term is 60.63 significant at even 1 % level of 

significance. Therefore, tax revenue is non-stationary because of the presence of trend term. 

Detrending tax revenue through first difference (6X(=X(-X(_I) yields a stationary data process 
-

with a statistically insignificant trend coefficient (p-value more than 0.75). Deseasonalized 

detrended tax revenue is also stationary with test statistics of -10.66 and statistically 

insignificant trend term. 

Like Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, Phillips-Perron test for unit root (Table 3) concludes 

the presence of non-stationarity; not because of unit root (value of test statistics is -8.88 lower 

.han 1 % critical value of -4.04) but because of the presence of statistically significant trend 

coefficiem. First difference yields detrcnded and stationary data process willi no unit root and 

statistically significant trend coefficient. 

15 



Table 2: Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test for Unit Root 

Test 1 % critical Lag. 
LI Trend Constant 

statistics z(t) value d ifference( I) 

-6.731 -4.042 -.9236* 60.6278* 1253.453* .0272** 

-13.365 -4.044 -2.083* .8325** 79.580** .4523* 

-10.661 -4.071 -1.856* -.3799** 36.21** .3374* 

.oJUe of less than 0.003 .•• With a p-value of more than O.7S. 

Table 3: Phillips-Perron Test for Unit Root 

1% 
Test statistics critical L1 Trend Constant 

z(t) 
value 

- 3.riJble 

-8.875 -4.040 .1025# 58.561 * 1245.237* 

jj ITerenced 
-18.930 -4.042 -.4343* .3754** 64.4123** 

\ revenue 

-C: l.<;OI1Cliiseo 

ilfercnced -15.423 -4.069 -.3879* -.2649** 22.3844** 

-. __ '\. revenue 

'.l a p-value 01'0.000 .•• With a p-valuc or more than 0. 75. II With a p-value or more than 030 

To determine the lags of ARIMA SARlMA multiplicative model; a close inspection of 

~: . correlation and partial autocorrelation functions of stationary first differenced tax revenue 

Figure 4b and of autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation of detrended deseasonalised tax 

.. c l1ue in Figure 4c is conducted. It can be seen that, first lag of ACf and first two lags of 

CF for detrended tax revenue are statistically significant as they fall within the 95% 

.111dence interval other higher order statistically significant tags depict seasonal patterns_ And 
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for dctrenckd deseasonali sed tax revenue firsl lag of ACF and PACF fall s within the 95 1.l 

confidence interval. 

Table 4: Regress ion Table with Diagnostic Tests 

Coeftic ients Portmanteau (Q) tes t Bartlett' s P eri l 

Model Non-seasonal Seasonal Ale BIC for white noise hased test for 

p>ehi'(40) noise (p> 

AR IMASA RIMA 
MII( I) -6.6 AR(I) .934 1272.2 1279.5 0.2024 o(r'- ' 

(0 1.1 )"( 1.0.0 12 ) 

ARIMA SA RIM A AR(I ) .024* O.979R 
AR( I) .935 1274.2 1283.2 0.2068 

(U.I)*(1.0.O,12) MA( I) -.672 

IIR IMA.SII RIMII MII( I) -.649 0.980 1 
AR( I) C)3~ 1274.2 1 2R~ . 9 0.2075 

(0.121'( 1.1I .U, 12) M.'\(2) - 02* 

AR( I) -034 ' AR( I) .937 
ARIMA.SARIMII 

AR(2) -59' 1295.4 1310.0 0.2699 0.9799 
(2.1. 1 )*( 1.0. 112) 

-.0002' MA(I) -.66 MA( I) 

*AII eocfli cient values arc statisti call y signiti cant with a p-value oro.ooo except to r the coeffic ients with asterisk mark. 

Estimation results of ARIMA SARIMA multiplicati ve model with different lags 0 -

autoregressive and moving average process for both seasonal and non-seasonal portion af -

shown in Table 4 with the results of diagnostic tests. Though all the models are weak from th;:

perspective of Portmanteau test for white noi se, according to Bal1lett ' s periodogram based te~ 

for white noi se, all of them perform satisfac10rily: error terms falling inside 95 percer ' 

confidence interval band (Appendix C Figure 03). Using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC 

and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC); ARIMA (0,1,1) SARIMA(l ,0,0,12) can be chosen 

the most appropriate ARlMA SARIMA multiplicative model with the lowest AIC and BI 

values of 1272.27 and 1279.53 respectively. All the coefficients of the lags of autoregressi 

and moving average for both seasonal and non-seasonal p0l1ions of this model are statistical. 

significant with a p-value of 0.000. 

After choosing the appropriate model, this exercise attempts to determine the forecas t . 

value for total NBR tax revenue from July 2004 to November 2012 using both one step a"~ 

dynamic forecasting methods in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Comparison between Actual and Forecasted Tax Revenue 

(Based on Multiplicative SARIMA Model) 

o 

2004m1 2006m1 

.................... ...... Total Tax 

2008m1 
month 

y prediction . dyn ( tm( 2011m6)) 

2010m1 2012m1 

--- y prediction, one-step 

It is evident from the figure that, the estimated forecasting model assigns quite accurate 

.:pproximation of the actual data. Though dynamlc forecast deviates more than one step 

-~' recn.s t. this deviation is not alarming and is somewhat expected as dynamic forecast uses 

t ~ til1l,lted values to fOI'ecdst. Only abnormal discrepancy in one-step forecasting occurred in the 

:nonth of June 2008, During this period , huge surplus in income tax had contributed a larger 

share in this surplus in revenue as interim care taker government of Bangladesh compelled 

many taxpayers to return due tax payments. 

For both Holt-Winters seasonal mult ipl icative approach and Holt-Winters seasonal 

additive approach smoothing parameters 0., f3 and )' are chosen to minimize the in-sample 

penalized forecast error. For multiplicati ve approach they are respectively 0.2571 , 0.1271 and 

0.3 290, On the other hand , for add itive approach they are 0.2179, 0.0550 and 1.000 

respectively. Root mean squared error fro m multiplicative approach is 323.3492, smaller than 

th at of additive approach, which is 407.1164. Therefore, it can be concluded that seasonal 

com ponent grows with the series rather than being cOllstant over the period. 
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'r,lhl E' ~: Holt Winter ' ,> Mllltiplic<ltive APP,-o<lch Table 6: Holt Winter ' s Additive Approach 

Alpha(a) 0.257 J 

BetaW) 0 .1271 

Gamma(y) 

Sum of squared 
residuals 

Root mean 
squared error 

0.329 

8887151 

323.3492 

- Alpha(a) 0.2179 

BetaW) 0.055 

Gamma(y) 

Sum of squared 
residuals 

Root mean squared 
error 

1.41 E+07 

407.1164 

Figure 6: Comparison between Actual and Forecasted Tax Revenue 

(Based on Multiplicative SARIMA Model) 

o 
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VI. Evaluation of the Forecasting Model 

lit thi s sectiull, this stuJy evaluaLes variuus foreca sling model s based on the accuracy in tax 

revenue forecasting. Accuracy has been measured in terms of tax gaps , i.e. the difference 

between actual and projected values. Thus, minimum gap, either in the form of positive (actual 

tax revenue is above the projected value) or negative (actual tax revenue is below the projected 

value) indicates more accuracy in forecasting method. Higher volatility in tax gaps steming from 

a specific forecasting methodology leads to higher inaccuracy to project tax revenue, which may 

gi ve birth to miss-match in a stable fiscal milieu. 
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Table 7: Statistical Accuracy 

-0.028 7.04 4409650 
SARIMA) 

Dynamic Forecast (ARIMA -0.076 9.68 505824.6 
SARIMA) 

H 0 it-winter multiplicative 15 8 .72 
approach 

Holt-winter additive -0.045 7.16 .5 

Out four Holt-Winter Seasonal Multiplicative Approach performs 

in terms of minimum 

lower to 

methods, One-Step ARIMA 

ARIMA 

criteria 

method can 

approach are -0.028 

Winter multiplicative they are 15 

Fiscal 
Actual 

MoF 
Year Projection 

293 322 240 
2005-06 325 " r'J .,., ') 

J J~ JJ,,-

2006-07 362 41 J 358 358 
2007-08 474 439 435 
20UX-OY - ) . 

)~) 545 560 560 
2009-10 620 610 594 594 

10-1 J 793 726 770 770 
2011-12 939 919 939 
2012-13 364 ] 123 384 419 

Table 8 reports tax revenue 

of MAPE and MSE are 

MAPE 

7.04 from 

:Holt Winter 
(Add 

295 294 
329 
363 363 
449 436 
535 554 
607 601 
783 764 
934 950 
379 394 

to 20J 13, 

whereas, MoF projected tax revenue has been taken from the budget documents reported by the 
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Ministry Finance, From reported tax revenue, it is explicit that 

of tax revenue generated from Holt-Wi nter multiplicative is closer to tax 

revenue fiscal year to 201 13 than other 9, 

In all reported values are tax revenue 

Table 9: Comparison among 

One-step Dynamic 
Holt Winter Holt Winter 

Fiscal Year MoF Projection (ARIMA (ARIMA icative Additive 

Approach Approach 

200·1-05 -22.5 35.2 35.2 -0.4 ) " -~,,' 

200S-06 IS.9 -8.0 -8.0 

2006-07 -38.4 3.6 3.6 1.0 1.7 

2007-08 21.3 39.8 39.8 25.5 37.9 

-20.0 -35.0 -35.0 - J 

2009-10 -12.6 25.6 25.6 12.7 18.9 

201 II 37.3 22.6 22.6 9.4 28.1 

2011 12 13.3 0.3 -20.8 S.7 -11.2 

2012-13 -21.2 -20.3 -55.3 -15.6 -30.3 

Authors' Own Estimates, but, MoF Projection is on tax reven ue data reported Ministry ofFlllance. Bangladesh. 

in Table 9 tax 

n':\~llU~ In L but tax revenue In surplus. Moreover, whether 

model accuracy is appropriate or not, of or gap 

between and projected tax revenue. 9 that amount of tax (forecasti 

error) is lower in case of Holt-Winter Multiplicative 

on the association of tax the 

tlolt-Winter Minimum can reason 

multiplicative method can be employed as an appropriate model to 

Bangladesh. 
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Figure 7: Tax Gap Volatility among Various Forecasting Methods 
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Source: Authors ' Own Estimates. 

Here, Figure 7 shows that both standard deviations in tax gap and MAPE for different 

approaches are the highest from judgmental projection by Ministry of Finance and the lowest 

from Holt- Winter multiplicative method. This indicates that lower value of MAPE is a good 

indicator of lower value of standard deviation of tax gaps. Thus, Holt-Winter mUltiplicative 

approach leads to more efficiency with minimum error to forecast tax revenue in Bangladesh 

compared to the judgmental approach done by Ministry of Finance. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND POLICY SUGGESTION 

Selecting an appropriate forecasting method to predict the nature of any macroeconomic 

series can be difficult because sometimes, any unforeseen event i.e . sudden crisis in theworld 

and domestic economy can change the whole calculation of forecasted value. This is why, 

forecasting of any series is a continuous process rather a one-time calculation. 

Government revenue forecasting is an important aspect in the design and execution of 

sound fiscal policies. Moreover, it is important to enhance domestic resource mobilization, and 

to reduce heavy reliance on external financing. Because of liquid constraint and European debt 

crisis, external financing from multi-agency has started to become scarce; that is why, most of 

lhe least developed countries are compelled to seek alternative sources of deficit financing 
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alarming debt, tax revenue forecast in budget is 

between projected revenue may create pressure on 
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, 
Appendix A: Tables 

Tab le 01: Tax EffOJis in Selected Countries 

N(lm e (If ('(llintries Totol Tax Income Tax Value Added Tax 

Bangladesh 0.508 0.357 0.482 

Bhutan 0.661 0.979 0.6 12 

Nepal 0.736 0.45 2 0.764 

Ind.i8 0.775 0.975 0.774 

Pakistan 0.942 0.952 0.969 . 

Sri Lanka 1.182 0.677 1.812 

Indonesia 1.014 1.283 0.82 1 

Ph ilippines 1.020 1.190 0.743 

Singapore 1.009 0.967 0.989 

South Korea 1.206 1372 1.570 

Thailand 0.936 0.705 0 .687 

Kenya 1.367 1.984 1.492 

Tunisia 1.516 1.368 1.492 

Uganda 0.947 0.877 1.286 

Source : An Eva luation of the Tax Syslem in Bangladesh- IGC Working Paper Series. 
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Appendix B: Figures 

Figure 01: Shortfall or Surplus of Tax Revenue 

FYll FY12 

.. Shortfall/Surplus 

Source :" National Board of Reven ue & Authors ' Own estimates 

Figure 02: Bangladesh: Tax Revenue Structure From 1972-2010 
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Figure 03: Bartlett's Periodogram Based Test for White Noise 

Figure 03a: ARIMA.SARIMA (0,1,1)*(1,0,0,12) 
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Figure 03c: ARIMA.SARIMA (0,1 ,2)*( 1 ,0,0, 12) 
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Figure 03b: ARIMA.SARIMA (1 , 1, 1)*(1,0,0, 12) 
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Figure 03d: AR1MA.SARIMA (2.1,1 )*( 1,0, 1,12) 
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